life-enthusiast.com
Usability and Facebook PPC case study: how unconventional
approach to customer business helped us double the return
on marketing budget

Integrated approach to online marketing of the site produces better results than just optimizing the project
from one side. Your store will not see increase in sales if the paid traﬃc which you are driving to the site
doesn’t convert because the checkout process is a nightmare for the visitor; no matter how long you have
been polishing landing page design, it won’t give you new customers if the content of the page doesn’t provide
even basic information to answer user’s needs, and the list goes on.
That is why we always recommend our customers to take comprehensive approach when starting promoting
the site on the Web. It is important to make sure all the elements of the sales cycle are in place and functioning properly: from the advertising banner in AdWords to the level of professionalism of support team member.
At Promodo we have been lucky to implement such comprehensive approach for many interesting online projects. One of such customers is Life Enthusiast.
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About the project
Life Enthusiast is the USA-based online business operating since 2000. The site sells a wide range of food and
nutritional supplements that are aimed to combat chronic inﬂammatory diseases including arthritis, diabetes,
obesity, back pain, migraine, and many others. The site is full of educational materials about natural healing;
it provides plethora of fact-based information on nutrition, cleansing and lifestyle that helps restore, maintain
and improve people’s health.
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The challenge
The company approached us for usability and online marketing services. The project complained about
insuﬃcient level of conversions on the site and blamed checkout process. The company also wanted to drive
new visitors to the site and as an alternative to AdWords we oﬀered to promote nutritional supplements on
Facebook.
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The solution. Part 1: usability
Checkout process is very critical for online stores. All marketing eﬀorts could be demolished by inappropriate
checkout; this is a stage where user experience is very critical. Customers are interested in completing the
payment as quickly as possible, but since the process is not so straightforward as at brick-and-mortar stores,
online users frequently face diﬀerent problems and obstacles which may cause frustration, annoyance and,
ﬁnally, site abandonment.
One of the most common issues of checkout process online are:
Asking customer to ﬁll in too many unnecessary information or requiring to sign up during checkout
Not showing the ﬁnal price with shipping cost included or discounts applied
SSL certiﬁcate absence which makes the customer to eﬀect the payment through unsecure gateway
Very few payments options
No possibility to contact customer support on checkout stage.
On our customer’s site the checkout process (order form) was pretty long. The particular feature of it was that
an order form was divided into ﬁve sections, and the user was not able to see the next section before having
ﬁlled in the current.
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So we decided to check potential customers’ ﬂow from one section to another with the help of Funnel
Visualization feature in Google Analytics.
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This option is available only if the Goals (critical for the site events that are related to conversions) are set up
for the project. So we created a list of goals representing each of the section the user goes through during
the checkout process. To deﬁne these thresholds, we created corresponding events for each goal and pasted
and added pieces of code to the checkout page.
— [Log-in] in the ﬁrst section of order form
_gaq.push(['_trackPageview', '/chkout-1/btn-login']);
— [Continue] in the second section of order form
_gaq.push(['_trackPageview', '/chkout-2/btn-continue']);
— [Continue] in the third section of order form
_gaq.push(['_trackPageview', '/chkout-3/btn-continue']);
— [Continue] in the fourth section of order form
_gaq.push(['_trackPageview', '/chkout-4/btn-continue']);
— [Place order] in the ﬁfth section of order form _gaq.push(['_trackPageview', '/chkout-5/btn-place']);
After the goals were set up we were able to check the sales funnel.
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The results showed that though at ﬁrst glance it seemed that the percentage of visitors who proceeded to the
next step was quite high and the bounce rate was low at each step, the total amount of users who abandoned
checkout process was very essential. After we analyzed the number of people that started ordering process
and then summed all users that left on each step, it turned out that 75% of visitors gave up order process.
Since this rate is quite high for an order process, we suggested simplifying the checkout and redesign the page
in order to reduce the number of steps user had to take. With a new page layout the user had all ﬁelds visible
at once.
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The results
To check which version of the page will perform better, an original order form or the amended one, we ran
an A/B split test in Google Analytics. For the experiment we used 100% of site trafﬁc and as a target action
we used the goal that counted total conversion.
In the end, the new order page layout won. Its conversion rate was 30% higher than for the original one.
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From ﬁnancial side, the implemented new order page layout generated for the site increase in the conversion
rate and revenue growth of each order by $5.
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Part 2: PPC on Facebook
Among all the social networks Facebook is the most frequent choice when it comes to brand paid promotion
among social media fans. There are several solid reasons for that: Facebook is the largest social network on
the planet, it is #1 social media outlet for the most payable nation – Americans, people from all trades and
walks of life access Facebook daily, and this social platform is not favored by teens only, in fact, it is used by 57%
of all American adults with steadily growing share of users aged 35 to 54 and above. Two more factors that
make Facebook so popular PPC option is lower conversion cost comparing to AdWords and extensive range
of targeting options which allow to precisely deﬁne the audience you want to show your message to.
Having considered these factors, we proposed Life Enthusiast to market the products with sponsored posts on
Facebook.
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Sponsored posts are paid posts which are shown as "suggested" in the individual’s news feed. Brands are
able to determine the circle of people who they would like to show the ads with the targeting tools Facebook
provides.
At the beginning we tried promoting diﬀerent products from the customer’s site, but since the number of conversions and cost were quite average, we investigated customer’s site and products more deeply in order to
ﬁnd some kind of gold mine for Life Enthusiast, and we were pretty lucky to ﬁnd it).
The site’s page about Fibromyalgia caught our attention: it was a perfect landing page with massive amount of
content about understanding and curing Fibromyalgia; it featured several videos and provided comprehensive
information for those who suﬀered from this disease.
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We went on studying the Fibromyalgia issue and found out that women suﬀer from this disease by 7 to 10 times
more often with the most commonly diagnosed age between 20 and 50.
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Based on these ﬁndings, we created the ad with the text highlighting the problem of Fibromyalgia and the link leading
to the corresponding page from Life Enthusiast’s site. As a target audience we selected women aged from 25 to 50
who live in the United Stated and have the following interests (see the image below).
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The results
At the beginning of campaign we managed to decrease the average cost per click for diﬀerent Life Enthusiast’s
products from 30 to 17 cents. But the creative about Fibromyalgia was so successful that the click cost for this
ad reached 14-cent mark. Facebook rewards sponsored posts which earn high CTR with lower cost per click
rates, and since Fibromyalgia banner had CTR over 7%, the cost of lead to the site dropped down.
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From ﬁnancial side, the campaign was eﬀective too. The site saw new stream of visitors attracted by Facebook
ads. The traﬃc was quality and converted into sales which contributed to the overall revenue growth.
The money invested in Facebook campaign generated double-fold return in sales.
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Overall results from multi-channel marketing services
The comprehensive approach to customer’s project, which included promotional methods combined with
user experience optimization, proved to be more eﬀective than relying only on one marketing channel.
With the order form design changes, Facebook campaign gave the project very tangible results.
Between two consecutive periods of time the ecommerce conversion rate of paid traﬃc from Facebook
has risen over 12% , which generated 37,36% more revenue and contributed to the number of transactions
growth by 20,22 %.

Website marketing services by Promodo
Promodo is a team of experienced marketing specialists with a vast experience in internet promotion
of online projects. The company does site search engine optimization, brand marketing in social networks,
PPC campaign management, usability analysis and conversion rate optimization. We gladly share our know
ledge by providing free educational materials for site owners and oﬀer free site audit for SEO, PPC, usability
and technical issues.
We are Google Analytics Certiﬁed partner and Shopify experts; we contribute articles to SearchEngineJournal,
Woorank, and Smartinsights while speaking at international conferences including Pubcon, CloudCon and
EcomTim.
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